
Dear OMS Self Study Students,

We hope you enjoyed the webinar and Q&A in March. Well done to the many of you who
have also made a productive start on your reading in March, using our Learning Log to help
record this.

This month (April), we introduce our OMS Learning Frameworks in more detail. You will also
investigate Oxbridge course and college choices to make sure you know all of the options
available to you at Oxbridge. There will be a pre-recorded YouTube webinar on college
choices at the end of April: please keep an eye on your portal, where this webinar link will
be uploaded by mid-April. After the webinar, there will be rooms divided by subject strand
(Humanities, Biosciences & Medicine, Maths-Based Subjects), where you will have an
opportunity to speak to a Mentor specialist.

This month, we have also written a blog introducing how you can make the most out of the
OMS experience and mentoring as a whole. We spoke to three former OMS students who
were successful in the Oxbridge applications and are now Mentors. You can read this on
LinkedIn: https://lnkd.in/eC67x-e, Instagram or on the “Insights Blog” section of our
website.

A summary of your primary and secondary goals are below. We strongly recommend
completing the primary goals and the secondary ones are extension activities we encourage
if you have the time:

Primary Goals Secondary Goals

● Research course requirements, course
content and course admissions statistics.
You should research multiple courses and
compare them.

● Complete the two course comparison
templates in your portal.

● Learning Frameworks practice: use our
frameworks to answer past Oxbridge
questions, find these in the Self-Study
Booklet under past interview questions.
Alternatively, use questions arising from
your wider reading.

● Update your Learning Log: Humanities &
Biosciences students aim for 2x 1 page
reading entries per month, Maths
students aim for 1x 1 page entry per
month (but more practice questions).

● Read an extra book/article/item on the
reading list.

● Read a book/article/item of your own choice
and present a mini 3 min presentation to a
family member/teacher on this, explaining
what it taught you.

For specific questions, please use the FAQs page of the website. We will reply as soon as
we can. The webinars are also an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.

Best wishes for the month ahead from our team at Insight Outreach – we hope you are all
safe and well.
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